WORKSPACE

Smart
Resourceful
Reliable
Hamilton Casework Solutions provides answers for the way people work. We address contemporary issues as diverse as sustainability, infection control, noise and dust pollution, security, work flow and space optimization. HAMILTON’s nationwide mobile work force offers design services, compressed timelines and tax advantages. We anticipate your future concerns. The flexibility of our modular systems responds well to major changes in technology, personnel and purpose. Our lifetime warranty assures you of quality over the long-term.
HAMILTON is more than the items we manufacture. We support you in every phase of the job from initial design consultation to engineering protocols to final install. Our team of experts is personally committed to the success of the project and will collaborate with you to make it happen. You can rely on us throughout the process.
Some of HAMILTON resources available to our partners include:

• Sustainability consult: HAMILTON can plan a strategy with you to meet LEED, GREENGUARD, and/or OSHPD performance standards.

• Drawing package: We can help you brainstorm design ideas to suit your needs, create materials for a presentation or complete the drafting work on an existing plan. Our clients also enjoy complete access to the REVIT and AutoCAD libraries that HAMILTON designers use every day.

• Implementation: Our design team has direct contact with the plant and advanced knowledge of current materials available in our field. We can tackle the practical details and feasibility of your vision for the space while maintaining the integrity of your design.

• Flexibility: HAMILTON offers a complete and comprehensive line of standard products but we do not stop there. We can also modify standard pieces or build custom. We possess every capability to deliver the perfect fit for your project.

• Professional Installation: At HAMILTON, we are very proud of our reputation for smooth installs. Our nationwide network of veteran installers are pro-active problem-solvers dedicated to their craft.
Although HAMILTON products look like built-in furnishings, they are actually discreet modular pieces assembled to suit a specific need. In circumstances where infectious control is a concern, our components can integrate with epoxied floors and special materials like solid surface with integrated sinks can be used. Wall cabinets are hung with our exclusive rail system for advanced leveling and modularity.

If your needs change, the individual components may be moved, expanded, reconfigured and repurposed. A damaged piece may be restored without replacing the whole system. Computer generated design and manufacturing specifications are archived at HAMILTON for precise reproduction.
HAMILTON products provide limitless configuration possibilities. We offer universal pieces like vertical shelving that may be sized and positioned to meet a particular storage requirement. We also offer components designed to address very specific issues like:

- Gravity-feed drawers that hold and display pill bottles effectively
- Heavy-duty aluminum framed consoles that eliminate exposed edges and support over 1,000 lbs
- Base cabinet sinks with removable, angled panels that meet ADA regulations and provide protection from pipes
HAMILTON’s vast selection of products, dimensions, doors, handles, slides, locks, and finishes make it easy to create a system that meets the functional and aesthetic needs of your workspace. HAMILTON’s unique processes make it practical. Our cutting-edge manufacturing technology optimizes time efficiencies, capacity and use of raw materials. The modular components, including the accompanying hardware and edge banding, are constructed right on our factory floor. The components are then shipped assembled to be installed together on site. This method of work greatly reduces the timeline required and the disruption to the client.
HAMILTON was founded in 1966 with a unique product that increased mailroom productivity. We developed expertise in designing and manufacturing casework for the integrated mailroom. Over the years, we have continued to work with our clients, designers, architects and others to expand our line in response to real needs in the workplace.

- We have collaborated with experts in the field in applications such as exam and patient rooms, pharmacies, lockers, labs, reception stations, copy and mail centers, and pantries.

- We have partnered with foreign clients to deliver our products to hospitals and offices around the globe.

- Our award-winning firm has been recognized for its innovative work with clients to facilitate recent trends in interior planning like future-proof design and hoteling.
HAMILTON has decades of experience creating modular systems for Office, Medical and Education applications. We are dedicated to our clients and the success of their projects.
Chemical-resistant work surfaces cover all areas of this hard-working chemistry lab at a community college. Each bench/work island accommodates personalized space for up to four pairs of students. On the island, each pair has their own access to RO water, air, gases, vacuum and sink along with drawers that hold tools for the students in their order of use.

Hamilton Casework Solutions offer GREENGUARD Gold certified products to provide safe, quality, environmentally friendly workspaces. FSC® (FSC-C110583) and OSHPD certified components are also available as specified by a designer.